Questions/Responses #2

JIS Support Resources
Project # K19-0027-29

Ladies and Gentlemen:

The following questions for the above referenced RFP were received by e-mail and are answered and posted for all prospective Offerors. The statements and interpretations contained in the following responses to questions are not binding on the Maryland Judiciary unless the RFP is expressly amended. Nothing in the Maryland Judiciary’s response to these questions is to be construed as agreement to or acceptance by the Maryland Judiciary of any statement or interpretation on the part of the Offeror asking the question.

12. Question: Will personnel have telecommuting options? If so, how many hours per week?
   Response: No

13. Question: Are we correct in understanding that we need to include Transmittal Letter with only two unbound original Technical proposal it does not require with 6 six copies of a bound technical proposal?
   Response: Yes.

14. Question: Do you need references for the company or candidates?
   Response: See RFP Section 4.2: Technical Criteria

15. Question: Can we provide multiple resources resumes for JAVA Engineer Analyst (Five Resources) and Report Developer (two resources)?
   Response: See RFP Section 1.1 Summary Statement

16. Question: For Java engineer analyst, it says, must be available 24/7 support. Do you require all 5 resources to be available for 24/7 support?
   Response: Yes.
17. **Question:** Can you categorize one or two of these 5 resources as “Production support Java engineer analyst” instead of all 5?

**Response:** No.

Issued by Yashica Forrester
Procurement Officer
September 11, 2018